
M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

Hello everyone! I hope you are having a great March!

Please remember to look after your mental health and

stay positive! 

And remember, "technology is best when it brings people

together" - Matt Mullenweg. 
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N E W S

Tim Berners-Lee says internet access should be a basic right

Tim Berners-Lee writes in a new post on the internet’s 32nd anniversary that

governments must work to ensure global broadband access by the year 2030 in order to

bridge the digital divide and better hold tech companies accountable.

TikTok reaches $92 million settlement over nationwide privacy lawsuit

TikTok has agreed to pay $92 million to settle a class action lawsuit over alleged

privacy violations, which included claims that the app collected “highly sensitive

personal data” to track users and target ads to them.

Judge rules Google has to face lawsuit that claims it tracks users even in

Incognito mode

A judge in California ruled Friday that Google has to face a class action lawsuit that

claims the search giant secretly collects data from users even when they’re using its

private “Incognito” mode. The lawsuit seeks at least $5 billion.

Judge blocks US restrictions against Chinese smartphone maker Xiaomi

A federal judge has blocked the US Department of Defense from placing restrictions on

Chinese smartphone maker Xiaomi that were set to take effect next week.

Microsoft and newspapers join forces to fight Google

Here it is discussed the creation of a new act that will allow news organizations to

collectively negotiate with platforms like Facebook and Google the terms in which their

content is distributed online. 

https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/12/22327246/tim-berners-lee-world-wide-web-internet-access-basic-right
https://www.theverge.com/2021/2/25/22301704/tiktok-92-million-settlement-class-action-privacy-lawsuit
https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/13/22329240/judge-rules-google-5-billion-lawsuit-tracking-chrome-incognito-privacy
https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/13/22328969/judge-grants-xiaomi-injunction-us-restrictions
https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/12/22327661/microsoft-google-cicilline-antitrust-committee-bill-klobuchar-buck-kennedy


N E W S

Privacy-first browser Brave now has its own Google search rival

Google’s dominance is being challenged. Regulators are questioning its monopoly position and

claim the company has used anticompetitive tactics to strengthen its dominance. At the same

time, a new wave of Google rivals hopes to capitalise on greater public desire for online privacy.

I spent two weeks working in VR and now I’m not sure what’s real

From scribbling on whiteboards on a beach to replying to emails in outer space, could a VR

headset be the answer to WFH woes?

Python turns 30: Meet the man tasked with keeping the programming language on track

Last month, programming language Python celebrated its 30th anniversary. TechRadar Pro spoke

to Pablo Galindo, a Bloomberg software engineer and one of the five members of the Python

Steering Council. Here he explains the Python development model, the role of a CPython core

developer, and how he sees the language progressing in the years to come.

Meet the audio description experts making games more accessible to the visually

impaired

Accessibility in video games has been improving dramatically in recent years, with last year being

particularly notable. Here you can find out more about how it works and how it is being included. 

Facebook’s next big AI project is training its machines on users’ public videos

Access to training data is one of the biggest competitive advantages in AI, and by

collecting this resource from millions and millions of their users, tech giants like

Facebook have been able to forge ahead in various areas. 

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/brave-browser-search
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/working-in-vr-headset
https://www.techradar.com/news/python-turns-30-meet-the-man-tasked-with-keeping-the-programming-language-on-track
https://www.techradar.com/news/meet-the-audio-description-experts-making-games-more-accessible-to-the-visually-impaired
https://www.theverge.com/2021/3/12/22326975/facebook-training-ai-public-videos-digital-memories


E V E N T S

Artificial Intelligence & Law, Perspectives from

Europe and Canada by FARI

One week of interactive events on artificial intelligence.

For citizens, business, researchers and the public sector.

March 16, 2021

8:00 PM – 9:30 PM CET

New technologies and the law

Join leading European authority on the intersection of

technology and the law Mireille Hildebrandt, in

conversation with UNSW Sydney’s cybersecurity expert

Richard Buckland as they dissect this ever more

prevalent tension.

March 16, 2021

8:00 AM GMT

ATI - Cyber National Security: Past, Present and Future

At the Intersection: Cyber National Security: Past, Present and Future

featuring Tom Bossert, former Homeland Security Advisor.

March 18, 2021

7:00 PM – 8:00 PM GMT

Artificial intelligence and dispute resolution

In this event, Dr Felix Steffek explores the impact of artificial

intelligence on the way disputes are solved in court or between

parties.

March 24, 2021

4:00 – 6:00 PM 

https://www.eventbrite.be/e/artificial-intelligence-law-perspectives-from-europe-and-canada-by-fari-tickets-142332338857?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/new-technologies-and-the-law-registration-143881141367?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/ati-cyber-national-security-past-present-and-future-tickets-142931005485?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/artificial-intelligence-and-dispute-resolution-tickets-143332702973?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch


E V E N T S

How could blockchain disrupt the democratic

landscape?

Blockchain technology stands at the intersection of

three great themes of modern society: democracy,

money and technology.

March 25, 2021

5:00 PM – 6:30 PM GMT

Security Community: Working with Law Enforcement

Join the Mass Technology Leadership Council and Scott

McGaunn, Special Agent, (FBI – Boston) as they share

insights on the latest cyber issues they are paying

attention to and answer any questions you have on

when, how, and why you would need to contact them.

April 6, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM BST

Uncertain Terms: Consumer Privacy in the World of Digital

Health Tech

Maryland Carey Law welcomes Professor Jessica L. Roberts for a

presentation on emerging issues in health law and policy.

March 30, 2021

9:00 PM – 10:00 PM 

Corporate Dominance in the Digital Age Webinar

'Amazon's Stranglehold: Corporate Dominance in the Digital Age. 

 Today there is a growing movement across the U.S. and Europe

seeking to rein in the power of Big Tech and restore open, fair, and

democratic markets.

March 26, 2021 

15:00 GMT

Can the Constitution Save Us from Big Tech Censorship?

Eugene Volokh, the Gary T. Schwartz Distinguished Professor of Law

at UCLA, and Professor Hamburger, will engage in a spirited

discussion of what limits if any, the Constitution places on Section

230 of the Communications Decency Act. 

March 30, 2021

5:00 PM – 6:15 PM BST

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/how-could-blockchain-disrupt-the-democratic-landscape-tickets-145900326805?aff=ebdssbonlinesearchhttps://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/how-could-blockchain-disrupt-the-democratic-landscape-tickets-145900326805?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/security-community-working-with-law-enforcement-tickets-145907666759?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/uncertain-terms-consumer-privacy-in-the-world-of-digital-health-tech-tickets-125943202509?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/corporate-dominance-in-the-digital-age-webinar-tickets-145853231943
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/can-the-constitution-save-us-from-big-tech-censorship-tickets-145320295917?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch


I N T E R E S T I N G  
F A C T  

Meet AV1! This is the little

robot created by a Norwegian

company to help chronically

ill children combat loneliness!

With the pandemic and

isolation, lack of human

contact and loneliness are

current major issues.

However, this has been an issue for ill children for a while, and AV1

allows them to feel as if they are in school with their peers! You see,

this robot is the eyes and ears at school of a child that is in bed.

It is believed that this robot will end up being useful for businesses

as well in the post-Covid world. Maybe we will see this little guy in

more places in the future! 



How Facebook got addicted to spreading misinformation

The company’s AI algorithms gave it an insatiable habit for lies and hate speech.

Now the man who built them can't fix the problem.

Technology is Enabling Surveillance, Inequality During the Pandemic

When the pandemic hit, a number of governments rolled out or extended

surveillance programs of unprecedented scale and intrusiveness, in the belief,

however misguided, that perpetual monitoring would help restrict people’s

movements and therefore the spread of the virus.

Collective GDPR claims – is the route forward through the CPR?

Rather quietly, the Government has announced the outcome of its review of

whether the UK should implement the representative action provisions of Article

80(2) of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

China wants to dominate AI. The U.S. and Europe need each other to tame it.

The U.S. and Europe are on different paths to regulating artificial intelligence but

need each other to take on China.

Europe looks to go alone on microchips amid US-China clash

Europe wants no part of a new Cold War and is seeking its own chip champions to

avoid getting drawn in.

The rise of Legal Tech in Asylum Justice

Managing director of European Lawyers in Less explains how platforms are being

used to increase access to justice for thousands of refugees and asylum-seekers in

the Greek islands.  

R E A D / W R I T E /
L I S T E N

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/03/11/1020600/facebook-responsible-ai-misinformation/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/03/04/technology-enabling-surveillance-inequality-during-pandemic
https://www.mishcon.com/news/collective-gdpr-claims-is-the-route-forward-through-the-cpr
https://www.politico.com/news/2021/03/02/china-us-europe-ai-regulation-472120
https://www.politico.eu/article/europe-seeks-to-decouple-from-us-china-chip-war/
https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/making-sense-of-tech-law/id1550739388?i=1000510448994


We are always happy to hear from you

– if you have any ideas, comments,

wish to join us, or simply wish to

connect drop us a line at

letslab@gre.ac.uk

You can subscribe by emailing

letslab@gre.ac.uk. Do make sure to

check our website www.lets-lab.co.uk

to check our vibrant scholarly

community, our projects, our Tech Me

Out podcast series, and past

Newsletters.

You can also check our social media

accounts, there we will keep you

updated throughout the month!

C O N T A C T  U S

mailto:letslab@gre.ac.uk
http://www.lets-lab.co.uk/

